
   
 

FUNDING BOARD MEETING 

NINETH SESSION, SPRING SEMESTER 

APRIL 3RD, 2017 

 

 

I. CALL TO ORDER (6:00pm) 

 

II. ROLL CALL 

 

III. APPROVAL OF LAST MEETING’S MINUTES 

 

A. Morgan 

B. Nikhil  

 

IV. NEW BUSINESS  

A. Bill 1654 

i. Reading waived 

ii. Presentation: 

Luke, LV RA, works with sustainability committee. 

Money is going to Earth Day festival happening on April 

21. It is open to community and students as a way to 

promote sustainability, learn how to be greener. Need 

funding for mason jars to give to people along with a 

pamphlet on how to be sustainable off campus after they 

pledge to do something green. Also asking for flower 

seeds for folks to take home and create a garden. Is very 

popular and suspect to run out of mason jars after day’s 

end.  

 

Q&A 

Bronson: When and what? 

A: Earth day festival on April 21st, from 10-3 

Bronson: Is this also for students off campus? 

Tasha explains constitution and how things are weird 

Bronson: What we’ve done in the past is amend the bill 

to meet this constitution. 

Morgan: What areas of sustainability are you promoting? 



   
A: Bee colonies on campus promotion, explaining how bees are good. And 

explaining reusability through mason jars. 

Bronson: Why mason jars? 

A: Aesthetic popularity as well as it being one of the most reusable things 

they can use. We may even do a program at the end of the year incorporating 

mason jars. 

 

Discussion: 

Bronson: Can we have him ask him to have a verbal communication with 

customers to ask to only take if they are residents? 

Morgan: AV would like to have a sign saying they’re for residents only. 

Bronson: Braiden wants to have a sign as well and also plugging RHA. 

Bradley: Motion to friendly amend bill where programmers make a sign 

around mason jars asking for only residents. 

Morgan: AV feels like sustainability is a hot topic on campus right now and 

this program is a great opportunity. 

Bronson: Braiden feels that this is an interesting program that hits multiple 

pillars. 

 

Vote: 8-0-0 

 

B. Bill 1655 

Reading waived 

 

Presentation: Lauren, planning Harry Potter movie night on 

April 23rd. Residents do true colors leadership test to match 

with Hogwarts house and talk about the different strengths and 

weaknesses of houses and how they can work together. We 

Weill watch the first movie and have a discussion afterwards 

about the different leadership traits. We are asking for $200 for 

food. 

 

Q&A: 

Bronson: Have you gaged interest 

A: Yes, I have in my hall and other RAs in theirs. People are 

interested in and movie nights are always of interest. 



   
Bronson: How many people? 

A: 20-30 

Jae: Where? 

A: It will be in Aspen and marketed in AV. 

Jae: How will this be advertised? 

A: Posters in AV. 

Bronson: Did you talk to your hall council for this? 

A: No 

Macie: Who will be doing this test? 

A: Me and another RA who have taken this test before. 

Bronson: What is true colors? 

A: It’s a survey to figure out how you are as a leader. 

Oasis: Is it like a personality test? 

A: Sort of, for leadership. 

Jae: What pillars does this hit? 

A: Leadership and professional development. 

 

Discussion: 

Jae: I am confused about the numbers and the pricing for this 

bill. 

Tasha: We ask them to overestimate for tip. It’s all explicitly 

stated. 

Bronson: Braiden acknowledges they got gluten free pizzas 

and is inclusive. 

Jae: LV is concerned in their advertising in how it is solely 

advertised in AV. 

Bronson: This could be a good big program but the RAs may 

not want to take on that project. 

Morgan: AV feels that keeping advertisement in AV is 

necessary because if it’s opened up $200 is not enough for 

pizza for the entire residence halls. 

Bronson: This mixes both fun and efficiency. It’s a movie 

night which is good but also hits the pillars like leadership and 

professional development. 

 

Vote: 7-0-1 



   
 

C. Bill 1656 

Reading waived 

 

Presentation: Cassidy and Sean from Ingersoll. Taking 18 

resident to paintball. Got a group discount. Are asking for 

funding for entry to park and transportation. It was the best 

deal we could get at any paintball place. Our residents have 

been interested in for a long time and are persistent and we’d 

like to make this happen as a last hurrah at the end of the year. 

We also want to make it informative in a gun safety talk with 

the paintball staff, and leadership skills. We have resident sign 

a waiver and get their medical information to make sure 

everything is safe. Advertisement will be in Ingersoll with 

sign-up sheets in our hall. 

 

Q&A:  

Bronson: What was your pricing? 

A: We called them for a quote and took of $3 per person. 

Morgan: Since you know residents best, how accepting will 

they be to the learning experiences? 

A: I think they’ll be open to it and it’s a talk that has to happen 

beforehand anyway and just more emphasized. It will be 

communicated to residents too that it’s not just for fun. 

Bronson: Will you be joining the residents? 

A: Absolutely! 

 

Discussion: 

Jae: LV thinks this bill is well thought up and it is a unique 

experience that residents may not be able to afford on their 

own. 

Bronson: Braiden appreciates that they are attending the needs 

and wants of their hall. 

Morgan: AV is concerned with the money they are asking for 

only 18 residents and how it is not a disabled inclusive 

program. 



   
Bronson: Braiden appreciates how this is a good way to talk 

about leadership and team work in a unique experience. 

Jae: LV acknowledges it’s few residents for a lot of money and 

while it may not be entirely inclusive it is a unique experience. 

Maddie: IS Ingersoll an inclusive hall for disabilities as is? 

Bronson: They don’t have elevators or anything. 

Kat: Allison appreciates how they are still getting community 

involvement this late in the year. 

Morgan: Does Macie have any opinion? 

Macie: I think its cool how they are attending to their residents 

in something they want and making it educational. It is a lot of 

money though for only a few residents. 

Jae: I’m hesitant personally because it is a lot of money but it 

is a well thought out program with multiple different aspects. 

Bronson: These are good things to consider. Braiden believes 

that cheaper programs that affect more students is cost efficient 

but the students may not be getting as much out of it. This 

program allows students to get a lot out of it and is something 

they would really like to do. 

Jae: I agree and it’s a strong program students can do later on. 

What if we ask them if their hall council for money? 

Bronson: I typically like seeing money from hall council but 

this may be hard for a hall council to fund a specific hall 

program and not for the whole building. 

 

Vote: 7-1-0 

 

OPEN FORUM AND GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

V. ROLL CALL 

 

VI. ADJOURNMENT 

 

 


